Searching through your warehouse for better productivity?

Most distributors fall into this category. Solutions like layout, slotting, pallet jacks, and voice pick technology have had profound impact on productivity.

We have a solution that goes beyond traditional material handling and information system innovations. It is one that builds on the mindset and shift in behavior of today’s warehouse employees.

Whether it’s an existing warehouse or one that’s newly designed, a PDC pay for performance program can significantly improve your warehouse performance and all elements of labor, including accuracy, base wages, overtime and retention.

Just imagine the impact and benefits of being more productive and more profitable with fewer, happier, more highly motivated employees.

Before implementing a program, talk with the team at PDC and let our experience and approach guide you.

“Our pick rates increased from 140 to 200+ cases/hour and overtime was all but eliminated. We no longer have concerns as to whether our trucks will be loaded on time, our people are happier and more productive, our customers are pleased because order accuracy has improved, and we’re saving money.”

— Jacob Benton, General Manager, Champion Brands

AT A GLANCE

The cost of labor constitutes 65% of most warehouse facilities’ operating budgets.
— Inbound Logistics

23–25% of warehouse and distribution employees declare themselves as “disengaged” in their jobs.
— Gallup Survey
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A Singular Focus on Your Solution

PDC is an independent logistics and warehouse design firm, providing the proven engineering and operations expertise that helps companies maximize warehouse and distribution performance. We specialize in tailored, engineered solutions for warehouse layouts, pay for performance programs, facility sizing and location, and sales and delivery optimization — from conceptual design backed by financial justification, to implementation and training.

All of our solutions are engineered to clients’ specific requirements. We formulate the right answer through a proprietary methodology, mathematically driven analysis and an understanding of your specific operational realities. For over 600 clients in 31 countries, our top-to-bottom services are making a significant impact not only on each company’s productivity, but on their overall competitive advantage.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Offices located in:
York, PA, and Denver, CO

PDCINC.US

717-650-1852
717-495-7518

Moving Your Business Forward

With a full range of services, we can address your operational and business needs from strategy to implementation.

- Network Strategy
- Warehouse Location Modeling
- Sales and Delivery Optimization
- Facility Sizing and Design
- Warehouse Layout and Slotting
- Simulation
- Automation Selection
- Time Standard Development
- Pay for Performance
- Implementation Support
- Operations Assessment